
TRUST, RESPECT, HUMILITY, COMPASSION - Part 2. 
 

 You have been created from energy, and you create energy yourself. You 

yourself vibrate with the energy of your thoughts. And that is why it is extremely 

important what thoughts you create.  

 And that is why it is extremely important that you learn to control your 

thoughts and control them CONSCIOUSLY. To realize what thoughts are 

flowing in your head, what they are dealing with, which are incoming thoughts 

and which thoughts you are creating yourself.   

 If you strengthen them, it is the energy that becomes your part, this energy 

becomes part of your cells, and then you, yourself vibrate with this energy.  

 And you know yourself that the Law of Similarity applies, which says that 

similar attracts similar, so you attract into your Life human beings according to 

the energy YOU create yourself. 

 And that's why it's your RESPONSIBILITY.  

 It's  YOUR RESPONSIBILITY for everything that 

happens to you in your lives.  
 You need to realize very deeply that everything around you in the Universe is energy. And 

from the very beginning of your birth, you work with energy and you can work with it consciously 

or subconsciously. At various stages in the evolution of mankind, in many civilizations on Mother 

Earth, there were times when you were conscious human beings and were able to consciously work 

with this energy.  

 At this stage of mankind development, you have not consciously used this energy so far. You 

worked with it just on the subconscious level, and that was why fear was part of the life of human 

beings in such an extent.  

 Only now is the time when you are beginning to realize how energy works. And that is 

because you have found out through machines and devices that the energies around you are real, 

that they act and can influence. And so this knowledge becomes part of the individuals and the 

whole society again.  

 So it is extremely important for you to learn to control your thoughts, to concentrate, to 

focus and to consciously work with the thoughts because their energy becomes your part, yourself, 

your life and the life of the whole human society.  

 And based on this knowledge that you are energy beings, you can realize very deeply that 

everything is related to everything. That your cells are very energetically interacting with each 

other. Like YOU, you interact energetically with other human beings, as well you interact 

energetically as families, communities, states, and as individuals with Mother Earth, for she is an 

energetic being. You interact with trees, animals, mountains, water, soil, air, and you all together 

create the vibration that Mother Earth sends out into space. And depending on the vibration the 

Mother Earth sends out to the universe, other civilizations from the universe are also present on 

Mother Earth.  



 It is precisely Trust that fear will take away as the first thing because Trust, Faith and Hope 

is an integral, inseparable and indivisible part of Love. 

 If fear takes away Trust, or if Trust in yourself or in God is disturbed in any way, your 

energy radiation will change, your vibrations will change, and not only will the energy settings and 

vibrations of your cells change, but also the vibrations you transmit outside will change. 

 That is why I told you about the basic circle in which fear works. Fear repeatedly seeks to 

take away your Trust by using any tools, ways how to violate this Sacred Principle. By changing 

your energy vibrations and the way you create your thoughts and through this basic circle, fear 

makes sure that the energy created with your thoughts would not have vibration of Trust anymore. 

 And the more you lose Trust, the more fearful your thoughts are, it is because you lose Trust 

in yourself, in Love, in God, and in Life itself. 

 Therefore, it is extremely important for you to strengthen your trust in yourself, in God, in 

Love in the work of Love, and in a Life filled with Love.  

 You can try this example, which I showed you, on your own, to see how you are filled with 

Trust in yourself, or how fear has chipped this Trust in you.  And as you gradually realize the tool of 

creation that is your thoughts, you also realise its power, then your skills and your awareness grow. 

In this way, you become more and more conscious beings and you are getting to know the Cosmic 

Laws, how they work and you will try to apply them to your Life as well. Precisely because similar 

attracts similar, you attract human beings with the same way of thinking, feeling, deciding, and 

acting, and over time you can create communities and families of like-minded people.  

 However, as human beings, each one of you is different and unique. So there are human 

beings who cannot walk this path of knowledge and cannot realize that the tool of creation is 

thought, and thus they allow fear to control them more and more. And these human beings are 

unable to accept the knowledge of the Cosmic Laws and in their lives, though subconsciously, act 

against them. And so in your society, there are those human beings that are conscious and those that 

are unconscious and those that live in accordance with the Cosmic Laws and those that act against 

them and those who act only so as fear allows them.  

 And I've told you many times that fear is looking for different ways to keep you or to put 

you back in its power. 

 Thus, even if you are conscious beings and control your thoughts and try to apply the 

Cosmic Laws in your life, fear will find another way.  

 And the way fear does it, is that when you become conscious beings, from perspective of 

other human beings and eventually yourself as well,  you become special, unique thanks to your 

gift. And due to this unique skills and being different from others,  fear will bring you back in its 

power through this uniqueness that you gradually become aware. 

 And here is a thin, extremely thin line that is thinner than the spiders' 

web, woven by small spiders, which when you cross, you fall so deep, very deep 

into the grasp of the power of fear. And know that the feeling of uniqueness is an 

extremely powerful tool of fear because it is seldom and I emphasize it rarely 

visible.  

 If you realize how easily, you will slip into this feeling, and this will happen 

when you stop perceiving Respect and Humility for Love and Life. When you 

stop appreciating the gifts of Love and Life in that deep Humility and Respect 

and when you stop feeling GRATITUDE in yourself.  



 Gratitude for the Love that blesses your life.    

 Gratitude for the joy that Love has brought you.  

 Gratitude for Life as such.  

 And that's because every single life is UNIQUE.   

 Every single life is UNIQUE.  

  

And remember this, because the moment you start to feel that you are something 

special, you have fallen into the invisible traps of fear and the trap is called 

PRIDE because  UNIQUENESS is one of the heads of pride.  

 It is really difficult for you as human beings to see this fragile line, because 

if you will not see it, the exceptionality has also sister, which is the 

IMPORTANCE. And when importance is added to excellence, another head is 

born, and it is SUPERIORITY or ARROGANCE.  

  

And at the moment, when all three of these heads are born and become part of your being, they will 

control you and you stop creating your thoughts in Love. And that will change the energy from 

which you create your thoughts, change the vibration of yourself and, at this moment, fear can 

strike you with such force that it knocks you down to your knees and returns you energetically back 

to the time before you have started to walk the path of becoming a  conscious being.  

 

Fear brings you back to the beginning. 

  And as long as you are able to walk again on this path, the task is to be 

filled with Love and Compassion so much that you can FORGIVE yourself all of 

this.  

 And this stroke of fear, which comes when you feel your own uniqueness 

and importance, will take away your Trust,  ABSOLUTELY and you will lose 

faith in Love, God and Life. 

  


